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SUMMARY
The noise from an unheated sonic jet in the presence of
an external flow is measured in a free-jet wind tunnel using
microphones located both inside and outside of the flow.
4
	 Comparison of the data is made with the results of other
studies which have measured jet noise in the presence of flow
with either in-wind or out-of-wind microphones. -The results
are also compared with existing theoretical predictions of
the source strength for jet noise in the presence of flow and
of the effects of sound propagation through a shear layer.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The characteristics of jet mixing noise in the presence
of an external flow determine a large portion of the noise
generated by an aircraft in flight. Certification require- 	 r
ments on aircraft noise in flight have provided the motivation
for establishing adequate prediction methods for many aircraft
noise sources including jet mixing noise.
While the noise from existing aircraft configurations
can be measured during flight tests, it is useful to use a
flight simulation technique to assess the noise from modified
or new configurations. There are several methods and facil-
ities which have been used to simulate the effects of flight
on jet noise. Several of these methods are described in
reference 1. Perhaps the most commonly used type of facility
for this purpose is the wind tunnel. Measurements of jet
noise in the presence of flow have previously been made in
conventional wand tunnels such as the 12-•-by 24 meter (40-by
80 feet) facility of NASA Ames Research Center (refs.2,3)
and the 7.3 meter (24 feet) facility of the Royal Aircraft
Establishment (ref. 4) as well as in free-jet wand tunnels
such as the facilities of United Technologies Research
Laboratories, (refs. 1,5) and the Lockheed-Georgia Company
(ref. 6).
There are several experimental difficulties associated
with assessing the characteristics of jet noise in the
presence of flow using either type of wind tunnel facility.
1.
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In a conventional wind tunnel which has not been specifically
designed or modified for acoustic measurements, there is often
a large amount of background noise from the drive system when
the wind tunnel is operating. Microphones placed in the wind
tunnel flow are therefore subject not only to significant
wind noise generated by the flow over the microphone, but also
to the background noise. In addition, conventional wind
tunnels are generally highly reverberant making a free-field
simulation even more difficult. The studies reported in
references 2 and 3 use- full-scale jet engines as noise sources.
Microphones placed near to the source in order to minimize the
large reverberant field near the walls of the wind tunnel are
therefore in the near field over frequency ranges of interest.
While some of these difficulties are not present in the free-
jet facilities, other problem areas exist. The free-jet wind
tunnel may be designed to be reasonably quiet by isolating the
fan and drive system and by acoustically treating the chamber
in which the free-jet is established. Problems associated
with background noise and the reverberant field are therefore
minimized. in order to obtain data in the far-field of a
source and to eliminate wind noise, the usual procedure is to
place the microphones outside of the wind tunnel flow. This
procedure introduces a difficulty in interpretation of data
recorded by the microphones locate= out of the wind. sound
propagating from a source located inside the flow of the wind
tunnel is refracted and scattered by the turbulent shear
layer of the flow. The interpretation of noise data taken
M
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in this manner relies on corrections supplied by various
theoretical analyses and models of sound propagation through
•	 Y.
the shear layer.
The motivation of the present study is to measure the
mixing noise from an unheated jet in the presence of flow
with microphones located in the flow under reasonably anechoic
r
	
	 conditions. The experiment is designed so that the measure-
ments are made in the far-field of the source over most of the
frequency range of interest. For this purpose a free-jet
wind tunnel is used. - mother aspect of this experiment is the
use of additional microphones located outside the wind tunnel
flow. Data obtained from the simultaneous measurements of jet
noise by microphones located both inside and outside the flow
are used to assess the prediction of a theoretical model of
sound propagation through a shear layer.
In order to accomplish the goals of this study, certain
compromises in operating conditions and geometry are neces-
sary. For the dimensions of the wind tunnel used, acoustic
and geometric far-field conditions are approximated for the
microphones located within the flow by using a model jet with
an exit diameter of .013 (0.5 in) meter. under conditions of
high flow speed, it is found that the wind noise in the
microphone overwhelms the jet noise from this size model jet..
As a result, the maximum flow speed used in this study is
42.7 m/s (140 f/s) .
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2.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The test facility used for this study is the free--jet
wind tunnel of Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc. This facility
consists of an acoustically treated chamber in which a free-
jet flow is established. The dimensions of the chamber are
7 m (23 ft) by 13.4 m (44 ft) by 5.1 m (20 ft) in height giving
a total volume of 572 m 3
 (20240 ft3 ) . The walls, floor, and
ceiling are covered with 5.08 cm (2 in) thick open cell foam.
The room is essentially anechoic for frequencies above 160 Hz
(ref. 7) .
The wind tunnel operates in a suction mode. As indicated
in figure 1 outside air enters the room through a convergent
nozzle with a contraction ratio of 15.5. The nozzle used for
this study is rectangular in cross--section with exit dimensions
of 0.711 m (28 in) by 1.02 m (40 in). The centerline of the
tunnel nozzle is 2.44 m (8 ft) above the floor. A stagnation
plate collector at the opposite end of the chamber returns the
air to the fan. The fan is powered by a 448 kw (600.4p)
diesel engine.
The aerodynamic performance of the wind tunnel is dis-
cussed in reference 7. For a slightly different nozzle, the
mean velocity at the exit plane is sported to be uniform
within..25% for flow velocities greater than 27.4 m/s (90 f/s).
The overall turbulence level in the potential core of the wind
tunnel flow is reported to be .23%. The turbulence spectrum
for three wind speeds is also found in reference 7.
4.
An unheated model jet is located within the potential core
of the tunnel flow. As shown in 
.
figure 2 the exit plane of the
model jet extends 46 cm (18 in) beyond the end of the wind tun-
nel nozzle. This location allows microphone positions to extend
to angles up to 115 0
 from the jet axis. The model jet is
centered vertically with respect to the wind tunnel nozzle, but
it is located 20. cm (8 in) to one side of the centerline of the
4
wind tunnel. This asymmetric positioning allows microphones to
be placed in the wind tunnel flow at a minimum distance of one
wavelength away from the model jet for frequencies greater than
600 Hz. The exit diameter of the model jet is 1.3 cm (0.5 in).
The nozzle has an overall length of 6.35 cm (2.50 in) with an
inlet diameter of 5.08 cm (2 in) giving a contraction ratio of
16 :1 (see fig. 3) .
The source of compressed air for the model jet is an indus-
trial air-compressor., The high pressure supply air is throttled
down to 1.0 x 105
 pascals (15 psig) by means of a 1.6 can
(0.62 in) diameter orifice plate. several stages of muffling
and noise surpression are .added between the orifice plate and
the nozzle of the model jet (see fig. 4). After the orifice
plate the supply air flows through two inline mufflers. The
air then enters a .34 m3 (12 ft3 ) plenum and leaves through
G.J. m (20 ft) of 20. cm (8 in) metal ducting which brings. it to
a large muffler of volume 0.2 m 3 (7.2 ft3 ) . A 3.0 m (10 ft)
length of 5.1 cm (2 in) diameter. copper tubing extends from the
muffler to the nozzle. The last 102. cm (40 in) of tubing is
straight. In this last section turbulence remaining in the
5.
supply air is further suppressed. As indicated in figure 3,
within this straight section are three tine mesh copper screens
to break up large eddies and a 15. cm (6 in) length of .64 cm
(1/4 in) diameter plastic tubes which are packed in a bundle
to serve as flow straighteners. All diameter changes in the
final stage of the air supply are made to be reasonably gradual
and smooth.
The flow speeds. of both the wind tunnel and the model jet
are determined from total pressure measurements. The total
pressure of the wind tunnel flow is measured by a pitot tube
positioned 10. cm (4 in) above the lower wall of the wind tun-
nel nozzle as indicated in figure 2. This picot tube is
connected to a water manometer. The total pressure of the
model jet is measured by a pitot tube centered in the 5.1 cm
(2 in) diameter tubing of the final air supply (see fig. 4).
This pitot tube is connected to a mercury manometer.
Acoustic measurements are made using ..64 cm _(0.25 in)
BrUe1 and K4aer model 4135 microphones with model UA 0385
nose cones. Each microphone is attached to a cathode follower
and a preamplifier. The microphone signals are input to a
BrUel and Kjaer signal conditioner to equalize sensitivities.
An Ithaco amplifier further amplifies the signal. A switch
box allows the signal to be sent to. any of the following three
instruments: BrEel and Kjaer Precision Sound Level Meter;
magnetic tape recorder; General Rac:s..o .1921 Real. Time Spectrum
Analyzer. A schematic of the instrumentation is shown in
figure 5. A copy of the one-third octave hand spectral
.. I
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analysis is obtained either as a plot from an x--y plotter or a
teletype and paper tape output.
During the test procedure two microphones are used simul-
taneously. Both are located . along the same optical ray
originating at tit= center of the model jet nozzle. When the
wand tunnel is operating one microphone (the 'in--wind' micro-
phone) is located within the potential core of the flow while
the other (the 'out-of-wind' microphone) is located outside of
the wind tunnel. flow. During the testing sequencer both
microphones are positioned at angles from 20 0 to 1150
 relative
to the jet axis. The specific microphone positions are given
in Table I and figure 2. Note that the smalles t angle of the
T out-of--wind' microphone is 25 0
 when the angle of the 'in-wind'
microphone is 20 0 . The closest distance of the in-wind micro-
phone from the model jet is 58.4 cm (23 in). This occurs at
an angle of X00
 relative to the jet axis. At this distance
the value of kr (acoustic wave number times microphone distance)
is greater than 2w for all frequencies greater than 600 Hz.
This indicates acceptable acoustic far-field conditions over
the frequency range of interest for jet noise. This distance
is also equal to 46 diameters of the model jet whick indicates
that the microphones are also in the geometric far-field of
the jet noise source.
Position changes of the in-wind microphone during testing
are facilitated by mounting it on a horizontal straight track
1.52 m (5.0 ft) above the floor. The track and its.supporting
members are positioned below the wind tunnel flow. A. 0.91 m
7•
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Table T. Positions of "In-Wind" and
"Out-of-Wind" Microphones.
ANGLE
DISTANCE (meters)
IN-WIND OUT-OF-WIND
(DEGREES) Microphone Microphone
20 1.37 -----
25 ..--.. 5.77
30 1.04 4.88
40 0.832 3.79
50 0.717 3.18
60
i
0.648 2.81
70 0.603 2.60
80 0.589 2.48
90 0.584 2.44
100 0.597 2.48
110 0.622 2.60
115 0.654 2.69
8.
(3 ft) length of 1.9 cm (0.75 in) diameter steel rod is posi-
tioned vertically on the track. The in--wind microphone is
firmly attached to the top of the rod and oriented directly
upstream. As shown in figure 6, the rod and microphone are
prevented from moving in the wind by supporting the rod with
four thin stainless steel wares. The entire structure is wrapped
with 0.64 cm (.25 in) foam to minimize 'Possible reflections of
r
the jet noise.
Thd 'out-of-wind microphone. is located in the quiescent
air of the room beyond the turbulent shear layer of the wind
flaw at a sideline distance of 2.44m($.0 ft) , It is held in
a microphone stand at the top of a 2.44 m (8 ft) vertical. pole.
The assembly is manually moved from one position to the next
during the testing sequence. Although not exposed to the flow,
the out-of--wind microphones are also fitted with viodel UA 0385
nose cones and oriented to point in the same upstream direction
as the in-wind microphones. This procedure is adopted in order
to maintain the same response characteristics at high frequen-
cies as the in-wind microphones.
t 9•
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3.0 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
3.1 Source Strength Alterations
There are saveral reasons for expecting differences in the
characteristics of static jet noise and jet noise in the pres-
ence of flow. Differences are to be expected in the nature of
the turbulent flow field of the jet itself. For the same
exit velocity of the jet, the presence of a co--flowing medium
is found to decrease the mean velocity shear rate, a3 4-er the
turbulence level, and extend the potential core region of the
jet (ref. 13). Such differences would be expected to alter the
source strength of the jet noise. On the basis of dimensional
arguments, Ffowcs Williams {ref. 81 gives the following depen-
dence of the source strength for a cold jet in the presence of
a flow:
Si 
a 
(V.-Vo)7 V.	 (1)
where V. is the jet exit velocity and VD
 is the flow vel-
ocity. A modification of this result accounting for the
extension of the potential core region of the jet is given by
Cocking and Bryce (ref. 4). This result is
(V .+V )
J	 0 0	 0 (Vj+. 3Vo )	 (2 )
More recently Sarohia and Massier (ref. 9) have suggested
another aspect of the flog
 which could effect the source
10.
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strength. This is the interaction of the boundary layer of the
flow over the surface of the jet nozzle with the turbulent jet
flow. An analysis of the effects of this interaction suggests
a rescaling of the source strength as follows:
Vj^
5 3
 a V3-Vo)	 (3)
3.2 Coordinate Systems for Moving Sources
The origin of jet--noise is usually conceived of as fluc-
tuating turbulent eddies which are in motion with velocity Vc
relative to the exit of the jet nozzle. Theoretical models of
jet noise such as those of Ribner, (ref. 10), Ffowcs Williams
Cref.
 . 8),  Mani (ref. 11) and Tester and Morf ey (ref. 12) are
used to calculate the acoustic field based on a source moving
with constant speed. There are two conventional ways of expres-
singthe acoustic pressure field of a moving source. The
acoustic pressure at the position of an observer may be expressed
relative to the position of the source at the time that the
acoustic "signal" is either emitted or received. When the
source of sound is convecting urbulence, it is customary tog	 Y
use the position of the source at the time the signal is emitted..
This is reasonable since the turbulent source may have lost its
1	 identity by the time the signal is received. When the observer
is in the geometric far--field of the jet noise, the source
position is usually taken to be the exit of the jet nozzle.
When jet noise is emitted by an aircraft in flight, there
}	 are again two obvious choices for the source position
i
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(see fig_ 7) . The jet noise (either measured or calculated) at
an observer may be referred to the aircraft position at the
time of either- signal emission (emission coordinates) or signal
reception (reception coordinates). It is customary to report
data from aircraft flyover tests in terms of the emission
coordinates (R, @ ) . This is particularly useful for incorpor-
ating the effects of atmospheric attenuation since R is the
actual. distance through which the- sound propagates from source
to observer.
The effects of flight on jet noise may be simulated using
wind tunnels. The noise received by microphones located in the
wind is most conveniently reported in terms of the reception
coordinates. Under geometrical far--field conditions the posi-
tion of the in--wind microphones from the jet nozzle (r, O
give identically the coordinates of the source at the time of
signal reception.. Jet noise data in terms of reception coordin-
ates in a wind tunnel simulation may be "corrected" to give the
equivalent data in terms of emission coordinates. The two
coordinate systems are related through the geometry of figure 7
as follows (ref. 10):
S - Mocos
R = r (	 2 )
l ^- M
0
cos V - M 0 Scos 
= S - Mocos ^
where
S W	 -- M. s in ^
t
	 12.
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(4)
(5)
(6)
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For data reported at constant distance from the source, these
relationships imply a change in both angle and noise level..
3.3 Doppler Shift
One of the basic ch,aracteris_tics of the sound field of a
moving source is the Doppler shift in frequency. When a source
moves with constant velocity through an acoustic medium at rest,
the frequency shift is given in reference 13 as
f (81 - 1	(7)o  -Mcos e
where fo is the frequency of the source, 6 is the emission
angle, and M is the Mach number of the source relative to
the observer. In the case of the models of jet noise from an
aircraft in flight,
M ~Mc - Mo	 (3)
where Mc
 is the Mach
tive to the jet nozzle
craft.
The form of the D
terms of the reception
to be
number of the convecting sources rely--
and M  is the Mach number of the air--
Dppler shift from a moving source in
coordinates is given in reference 14
f (fl _ .	 ( l--M 3 ) S
f 	 (1+MC14 _Ma ) S-McCOS ,
where. S- is defined in equation (6) . If in fact jet noise is
well modeled by sources moving with constant velocity (careful
measurements of static jet noise cast some doubt on this model-
ing (ref. 15))•,then the Doppler shift relationships for emis-
sion and reception coordinates are given by equations (7) and
(9) respectively. The frequency spectrum of jet noise measured
in a rgind tunnel simulation using reception coordinates must
therefore be "corrected" to obtain the corresponding frequency
spectrum from an aircraft in flight, using emission coordinates.
The relationship between f (0)  and f (, } is obtained by
combining equations (5), (7), and (9) with the result
	
(S--M° cos ^)	 '
f (e) = f (^T^) 	 2	 (10)(1-Mo
 )s
When the approximation is Made that M ot <<I,  the relationship
reported in reference 4 is obtained
f (9)	 f m (1-Mo Cos r)	 (Z1)
3.4 Shear Layer Corrections
In a simulation of the effects of flight using a free-
jet wind tunnel., the jet noise reaching the out-of-wind
microphones propagates through the turbulent shear layer of
the wind tunnel flow. The region of the shear layer which
bounds the potential core of the wind tunnel flaw grows as
14.
the flow proceeds downstream. The effects of this shear layer
on acoustic propagation are to refract, scatter, and perhaps
reflect the jet noise.
Various aspects and models of sound propagation through
such a shear layer have been treated analytically. Scattering
of sound by the turbulence has been treated theoretically by
K	 Rudd (ref. 16) among others. Measurements of the effects of
scattering by turbulence in the shear layer of a free--jetr.
wind tunnel are presented by Candel, et al. (ref. 17). This
latter study reports a"significant effect of forward scatter-
ing by the turbulence on sound propagating at angles of approx-
imately ninety degrees to the flow direction_
Sound propagation through a region of mean velocity shear
has been-investigated theoretically by Amiet (ref. 18), Mani.
(.ref. 11) , Tester and Burrin (ref. 19) ,	 Tester and Morfey
(ref. 12) , and others. One of the simplest models is that of
Amiet. In this model an arbitrary point source is located in
a uniform flow.  The flow is separated from a semi-infinite
region of no flow by a plane shear layer of zero thickness.
Combining the boundary conditions appropriate to the interface
with geometrical acoustics, Amiet determines explicit relation-
ships for the acoustic pressure in the region of no flow. The
result of the analysis is a prediction of the acoustic field
which would be present in the uniform flow if the shear layer
were absent. Mani has investigated the effects of source type
on sound propagation through a cylindrical shear layer of zero
thickness. A solution using geometrical acoustics for sound
15.
propagation through thick shear layers with assumed velocity
profiles has been calculated by Shubert. Models based on
the Lilley equation have been calculated by Tester and Burri.n
and Tester and Morfey. Although these latter approaches can
account for more of the detailed structure of the flow, the
results are less easy to generalize or to use for an arbitrary
application.
4
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4.0 DATA QUALITY
As a means of assessing the quality of the jet noise data
obtained during this experiment, comparison is made with sev-
eral other static jet noise predictions and studies. The data
used in these comparisons are measured under the conditions of
zero wind tunnel velocity. The experimental uncertainty for
the level of the overall sound pressures reported. for the
present study is estimated to be f .5 dB.
The Society of Automotive Engineers in a proposed revision
of Aerospace Information Report 876 (ref. 21) provides a method
for the prediction of static jet noise. The information required
to use this method is the jet exit velocity, the weight density
of the fully expanded jet, the cross-sectional area of the jet,
and the distance of the observer from the jet. The procedure
outlined in reference 21 yields a one-third octave band spectrum
plotted against the logarithm of the Strouhal number (i.e.,
1.og10 (VD), where f is the frequency, D is the exit diameter
a
of the jet, and V. is the exit speed of the jet). Figure 8
shows the measured jet data at 60° relative to the jet axis
along with the predicted spectrum. The two curves agree for
frequencies below a Strouhal number of about .3. At higher
frequencies the measured sound pressure levels are lower than
those predicted. The predicted overall sound pressure level
is 3 dB greater than the measured level. These results indi-
cate that there may be some contamination in the high frequency
range of the jet noise measured in this study. The procedure
17.
of reference 21 also predicts the directivity of the overall
sound pressure level. The measured directivity of the overall
sound pressure level in this study is shown in figure 9 along
t4ith the predicted directivity. The shapes of the two curves
are similar with differences in level ranging from .4 dB to a
maximum of 3 . 0 dB. The measured overall sound pressure levels
are consistently less than these predicted, perhaps due to a
reduction in the high frequency components as indicated above.
A different prediction method for static jet noise is
described by Stone (ref. 22). Figure 10 shows the predicted
and measured one--third octave band spectrum at an angle of
30 0
 relative to the jet exit direction. At the lower frequen-
cies (i.e. Strouhal numbers less than .4), the measured spectrum
agrees very well with the predicted spectrum. At the higher
frequencies, the measured levels drop below the predicted values.
The predicted overall sound pressure level at an angle of 900
is 93 dB. The measured overall sound pressure level at 900
is 89 dB, a difference of 4 dB.
A thorough and careful study of subsonic jet noise from
an unheated jet is reported by Ahuja and Bushell (ref. 15).
one presentation of the results is a directivity of the mean--
square pressure in one-third-octave-bands. The particular
ono--third-octave--bands are functions of convection Mach number
and angle. They are chosen to correspond with specific values
of the Doppler shifted Strouhal number. This Strouhal number
is given by (fD  ) Cl--Mccos A ) where M G
 is the convectionj
Mach number, The values chosen for the Doppler shifted
18.
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Stouhal number are .03, .10, .30, and 1.0.
The data of Ahuja, for a jet with Mach number of 0.90,
are presented on figure 11. Also shown is the sonic jet data
of the present study for the same Doppler shifted Strouhal
numbers. The dependence of the jet-noise data on measurement
distance (r) and jet nozzle exit area (A.) is removed from both
sets of data by adding a term of --10 log ( L-) to the measured	 f10 r2
sound pressure levels. For the lower values of the corrected 	 1
Strouhal number. Ci.e. , . 03, .10, .30 ), the two sets of data are j
of similar shape and slope. The sonic jet data tend to be
approximately four dB higher for each of these curves than the
data from the subsonic jet of Ahuja. It is suspected that this
difference in sound pressure levels is due to the difference
in the jet velocities used in reference 15 and in the present
study. The method of reference 21 predicts that the difference
in sound pressure levels from data of Mach numbers .90 and
1.0 is 4.2 dB. At the value of the Doppler shifted Strouhal
number of 1.0, the data from this study differ markedly from
that of Ahuja. This again suggests that the higher frequency
components of our measured jet noise may have been contaminated
in some manner.
Jet noise measurements are made Simultaneously by two
microphones located at different distances (r 1 for the in-wind
microphone and r 2 for the out-of-wind microphone.) along an
optical ray extending from the exit of the net nozzle. As
described above, both microphones are located far enough from
the nozzle to be considered in the acoustic far-field of the
19 .	 ^
jet. In the acoustic far-field the acoustic pressure should
vary inversely with the distance from the source. For the
static jet noise data the difference in sound pressure levels
measured by the in-wind microphone and the out--of--wind micro-
phone should be given by 20 loc;la (rl). It is found that this
is not observed over the entire one-third octave band spectrum.
The difference in the sound pressure levels measured by the
two microphones in the lower frequency components (below approx-
imately 10...KHz) is consistent with the acoustic far--field
dependence. Deviation-from this dependence is, however, found
in the higher frequency components where an increased differ-
ence in levels is measured. This-suggests that the sound
pressure levels of the higher frequency components are not
entirely due to direct radiation of the jet noise source but
may also contain some ref lected noise or other contamination.
The static .jet noise data in this study tend to deviate
from previously established data and from acoustic far-field
dependence for 5trouhal numbers greater than approximately .32.
For this experiment, a Strouhal number of .32 indicates a
frequency of 8600 Hz with an associated wavelength of 4 cm
(1.6 in). Such a wavelength is comparable with the dimensions
of the structural supports for the in.-wind microphone. it is
therefore suspected that .significant acoustic scattering from
these supports contaminates the data at the high frequencies.
These comparisons indicate that the low frequency portion
of the jet noise data from this study is repres .ntative of pure
jet mixing noise. The higher frequency components, however,
20.
appear to be contaminated owing to reflections from the micro-
phone support structure.
a
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Data 'Reduction Procedure
There are several test conditions under which data are
taken. The wind noise on the microphones is measured at wind
r
speeds of 30.5 m/s (100 f/s) and 42.7 m/s (140 f/s) and sonic
jet noise is measured with no wind tunnel flow. Measurements
are also made of sonic jet noise in the presence of flow at
wind tunnel speeds of 30.5 m/s and 42.7 m/s. For each test
condition the acoustic pressure is measured at eleven angular
positions. At each angle there are two microphone locations
as shown on figure 2. Each of the microphones is connected
in' turn to the real time analyzer. The output from the real
time analyzer is the sound pressure level at each of 27 one--
third octave bands. The one--third octave band center fre--
quencie.s range from 160 Hz to 63 KHz.
The frequency response of the B & K model 4135 microphones
is flat to approximately 4000 Hz. However, at higher fre-
quencies the microphone's actuator response decreases continu-
ously. Bath 'the in--wind and out--of--wind microphones are fitted
with B & K model UA 0385 nose cones. The pressure response of
the microphone with the nose cone is , a function of both the
frequency and the angle of incidence. The corrections for the
free--field frequency response of the microphone with the nose
canes is provided by Brael and Kj aer (ref. 23) in angular
increments of 30 degrees of incidence. The free-field pressure
response of the microphones is obtained by adding the actuator
22.
response (ref. 23) to the nose cone correction^. Any differ-
ence of the free-field pressure response determined in this
manner from the flat .response sensitivity is called a free-
field correction. All of the data reported in this study have
been corrected for the free-field response of the microphones.
The data from this study are divided into four groups to
i
which the free--field corrections
for 300 are applied to data taken
ilarly, the corrections for 600,
data from 500-70 0 , 30 0--100 0 , and
are applied.
z at 200 , 300,
900 , and 1200
110 0-1150 , re
The corrections
and 40 0. Sim-
are applied to
spectively. In
this manner a set of microphone corrected data is obtained by
adding the appropriate free--field correction (in decibels) to
each one--third octave band of the measured pressure. The free-
field corrections used in this study are given in Table II.
As shove.in figure 2 the microphone are positioned at
different distances from the jet nozzle exit. All measured
sound pressure levels are corrected to a distance of 3.05 m
by adding a term of 20 log10 (r/3.05) to the measured levels,
where r is the measurement distance in meters from nozzle to
the microphone (see Table 1).
The acoustic data taken during a test condition with
sonic jet in the presence of the wind tunnel flow contain com-
ponents due to both jet noise.and wind noise. Curve B of figure
12 shows the data from the in--wind microphone at an angle of
60 0 with a sonic jet and a wand tunnel speed of 42.7 m/s.
Curve A shows the measured wind noise at a speed of 42.7 m/s
(140 f/s). The sound pressure levels at the lower frequen-
cies of Curve B are clearly dominated by wind noise while
23.
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Table II Free-field Microphone Corrections
One--third MICROPHONE CORRECTION (dB)
octave band
Angle ip (degrees)center
frequency
30 60 90 120
160 -0.40 --0.40 -0.40 -0.40
200 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40
250 -0.40 --0.40 -0.40 -0.40
315 -0.40 -0.40 --0.40 --0.40
400 -0.40~ --0.40 -0.40 -0.40
500 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40
630 -0.40 --0.40 --0.40 --0.40
800 --0.40 -0.40 --0.40 --0.40
1,000 --0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40
1,250 -0.40 --0.40 -0.40 -0.40
lr 600 -0.40 --0.40 -0.40 -0.40
2,000 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 --0.40
2,500 --0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40
3,150 --0.40 --0.40 -0.40 -0.40
4x000 -0.25 0.05 0.25 0.25
5,000 -0.05 0.42 0.70 0.70
6,300 0.20 0.00 1.60 1.30
8 1 000 0.50 1.10 2.10 1.90
10,000 0,90. 2.20 2.60 2.30
12,500 1.00 2.40 3.10 2.50
16,000 0.90 2.70 3.50 2.50
20,000 0.60 2.40 2.80 1.50
25,000 -1.40 0.30 0.60 0.50
31,500 -0.30 0.00 1.20 1.15
40,000 3.10 3.10 3.15 3.15
50,000 7.45 7.45 8.00 6.70
63,000 6.30 6.30 6.20 5.40
the sound pressure levels at the higher frequencies are influ-
enced mainly by jet noise. At intermediate frequencies, however,
the measured sound pressure levels are affected by both wind and
jet noise. It is possible to remove to some extent the contri--
butionsf the in noise	 m ea	 wind ^. fro  the
 'et noise spectra. This a.s
done by logarithmically subtracting the one-third octave band
levels of the wind noise from the levels of the jet noise in
the presence of the wind. This process requires the reasonable
assumption that the wind noise at a particular position and wind
speed is repeatable. The result of this process gives the
spectrum of the jet noise in the presence of the wind shown as
Curve C on figure 12. This subtraction process is used to
extend the low frequency limit of our data. In the following
discussion all the jet noise data from the in-wind microphones
in the presence of flow have been adjusted following the above
method to remove the wind noise.
5.2 Presentation of Data
The wind noise measured by the in--wind microphones is gen-
erated by the wind tunnel flow over the nose cone, body, and
support of the microphone. The in-wind microphones are oriented
to point directly upstream into the flow. Measurements of the
wind noise are made at locations in the potential core of the
wind tunnel flow and for speeds of 30.5 m/s and 42.7 m/s (see
Appendix A for wind noise data). The measured one-third octave
band spectra for a wind speed of 42.7 m/s at locations corres-
ponding to angles of 40 0 and 900 relative to the model, jet (see
geometry of figure 2) are shown on figure 13. The two spectra
25.
A
ishow similar behavior at low frequencies but somewhat different
behavior at the higher frequencies. Differences in wind noise
might be expected at various locations owing to variations in
the hydrodynamic field of the wind tunnel flow. These varia-
tions occur in the frequency range where the noise of the model
jet is dominant and therefore do not effect the interpretations
of the jet noise data. Also shown on figure 13 is the spectrum
for the wind noise of the UA 0385 nose cone provided by Bruel &
Kjaer (ref. 24). This spectrum is for a wind speed of 44.6 m/s
(146 f/s). The wind noise from reference 24 corresponding to a
slightly greater wind speed is considerably greater than the
wind noise measured in this study. Such differences in the
level might result from different levels of turbulence in the
flow and from different microphone support configurations. The
spectra presented do however agree in general shape.
In the present study measurements of the noise from a
sonic cold jet are made in the presence of wind with both in-
..wind and oat-of--wind microphones (see Appendix. B for jet noise
data). The simultaneous measurement of jet noise using micro-
phones in both locations is an unusual feature of the present
study. As a result, the data must be compared separately with
other experiments using out-of-wind microphones and with
experiments using in-wind microphones.
Both Plumblee (ref. 6) and DeBelleval; et al (ref. 5) report
data from a cold jet taken with out-of--wind microphones in a
free--jet wind tunnel facility. In reference 6 the directivity
26.
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of the overall sound pressure level is presented for a cold
jet with an exit Mach number of 0.9 and flow Mach numbers of
M  = 0.0 5
 and M. = 0.15. Results are also reported in ref-
erence 5 for the directivity of the overall sound pressure
level for a cold jet with an exit Mach number of 76.0. The
Mach numbers of the wind tunnel flow are M.
 = 0.0 2 azld MO = . 14
The out-of--wind data from the present study for a sonic jet and
flow Mach numbers of MO
 = 0.00 and MO
 = 0.12 are shown on figure
14 along with the results of references 5 and G. The overall
sound pressure levels of the present study include frequency
components from 800 Hz to 63. KEz. The absolute levels for each
of these three studies have been normalized by the addition of
. A.
the term "10 log 10 ( 2) to account for individual differences
r
in jet area and microphone distances. It should be noted that
this correction is only approximate for noise data taken in
the presence of flow. Refraction and scattering of the sound
by the shear layer of the wind tunnel does not provide a
sound field which scales directly with the inverse square of
the distance from the source. The comparison of the overall
sound pressure levels of static jet noise shows that there is
some disagreement in absolute levels. The sound pressure
levels reported in reference 6 are greater than those reported
in reference 5 even though the Mach number of the Jet in the
latter study is g":eater (i.e. Mj = 1.0 compared with Mj = 0.9).
The levels measured in the present study are as much as 4 dB
greater than those reported in reference 5. This inconsistency
in levels for the static jet noise may be due in part to
.f
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inon-anechoic characteristics of the individual facilities used.
In the presence of wind, the three sets of jet noise data
appear to show even less agreement. Compared with the overall
sound pressure levels for static jet noise, the levels from
the present study decrease by approximately 2.0 to 3.0 decibels
with a flow of Mach number of M  = 0.12. Similar decreases of
2.5 to 4.0 decibels are found for the data of references 5 and
6 with flow Mach numbers of approximately M  = 0.15. It should
be recalled that the out--of-wind data presented in figure 14
have only been corrected for the microphone response, exit area
of the jet, and microphone distance. The effects of refraction
and scattering of the sound by the turbulent shear layer of
the wind tunnel are not accounted xor. It would therefore be
expected that there would be a substantial facility depen--
Bence of the data taken in the presence of the wind.
The directivity of the overall sound pressure level of
sonic jet noise measured in the present study by the in--wind
microphones is shown in. figure 15. In this presentation the
sound pressure levels are referred to the measured (i.e.,
reception) angle and are normalized to a constant measured
(i.e., reception) distance of 3.05 M. The results are shown
for flow Mach numbers of Mo = 0.00, 0.09, and 0.12: The level
of the static jet noise is always greater than the correspond-
ing level in the presence of flow. The difference in level
tends to approach a constant value for reception angles
greater than 90o relative to the jet exit direction.
28.
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The data presented in figure 15 can be used to compare
with theoretical predictions of the change in the source
strength of jet noise owing to the presence of the wind tun-
/
nel flow. The source strength changes which correspond to
the theoretical, results of equations (1) , (2) , and (3) are
S. (v.,a)
expressed by calculating the quantity 10 logl0 
5'(Vj V )' o
where Sj(Vj,0) is the predicted source strength for static
jet noise and S  (Vj ,Vo) is the predicted source strength for
jet noise in the presence of flow. The results of these three
predictions for a cold sonic jet with wind speed of 42.7 m/s
are presented in Table Ill. At an angle of 00 0 where the
x
TABLE 11. SOURCE STRENGTH CHANGE FOR M=1.0 and M =0.12
i	 O
EQUATION (1) (2) (3)
S_ (V.,0)
10 log10 S
i (Vj ,Vo}
4. ldB 3. ME -0 . GdB
L--,,
effects of convection on sound propagation are expected to be
minimal the data presented in figure 15 for
. M. = 0.12 indicate
a measured change in source strength of approximately 2..OdB.
It therefore appears that equations (1) and (2) somewhat over-
predict the measured change while equation (3) underpredicts
the change in source strength.
The data from the in-wind microphones shown in figure 15
may also be presented in terms of the emission coordinates
(R, 8) using the relationships of equations (4) , (5) , and (6).
This presentation of the data from the present study for
M0
 = 0.09 and R = 3.05 m is shown in figure 16. Comparing
with figure 15, the effect of presenting the data from the in-
wind microphones in terms of the emission coordinates is seen
to increase the level slightly and to shift the directivity
pattern somewhat towards the larger angles. Also shown in
figure 16 are the data--from in--wind microphones reported by
Cocking and Bryce (ref. 4) 	 In the experimental procedure of
reference 4, the microphone is located at a sideline distance
of 2.16m from the jet axis. The microphone is moved downstream
as the flow speed increases So as to obtain the data directly
in terms of emission coordinates. The data from reference 4
which appear in figure 16 have been adjusted to account for
differences between the two studies in . jet area and emission
A.
distance by adding the term 10 log10 2 (where A  and RR
are the exit area of the jet and the microphone distance
respectively, used in the present study). While the same flow
Mach numbers are used in the two studies (Mo = 0.00 and
Mo
 = 0.09) , the exit Mac  number of the jet is Mj
 = 1.0 in
the present study but Mj
 = 0.84 in reference 4. As shown in
figure 16; there is a difference in overall sound pressure
levels between the static jet noise of the two studies ranging
from 7 dB to 3.5 dB at angles of 35 0 and 90 0 , respectively.
The prediction method for static jet noise of reference 21
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indicates that differences of approximately 7 d and 5 dB at
angles of 350 and 90 0 , respectively, should exist between
sonic jet noise and the noise from a jet with Mach number
0.84. The results for .static jet noise from the two studies
are therefore in reasonably good agreement with each other.
The directivities of the overall sound pressure level of
the jet noise in the presence of flow for the present study and
for that of reference 4 are also shown in figure 16. In both
cases the flow Mach number is M o
 = 0.09. Compared with the
level of static jet noise, the overall sound pressure level
in the presence of the flow for the present study is reduced
by 3.7 dB and 1.2 dB at angles of 30 0
 and 90 0 , respectively.
The reductions in level in the results from reference 4 at
corresponding angles are 3.0 dB and 2.2 dB. Therefore, for
the range of angles common to both studies, the trends of the
data in the presence of flow are also found to be on reason-
able agreement with each other.
Another common representation of the change in the direc-
tivity of the sound pressure Level of jet noise in the presence
of flow is the velocity exponent. The velocity exponent is
defined as follows:
OASPL (Vj ,
 
0, 0)	 OASPL (V
7 
,VQ , 6 }
n(6) =
	 V.	 -	 (12)
10 log10 (V.--v )
3 0
where OASPL (Vj , 0 , 6 ) and OASPL (Vj , V0
, 
B) are the overall
sound pressure levels at angle; 6 for static jet noise and
If
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for jet noise in the presence of flow, respectively. The sound
pressure levels from the in-wind microphones of the present
study are used to calculate the velocity exponent. Only the
data in the limited frequency range of 1000 Hz to 6300 Hz
have been used for this calculation in order to minimize those
portions of the noise spectra which appear to be contaminated
(see discussion in section 4.0). The velocity exponent ca,lcu-
lated according to equation (12) from the present study (for
M. = 1.0 and M. 	 0.09) and from the data of reference 4 (for
Mj
 = 0.84 and M a 0.09) is shown in figure 17. Except for the
angles near the jet axis, the values and trends of the velocity
exponent from the two studies are in reasonable agreement
although the jet speeds are somewhat different in both studies.
It should be noted that one disadvantage of presenting results
in terms of the velocity exponent is the exaggeration of
measurement uncertainties in sound pressure level. Since the
velocity exponent is defined in terms of difference in sound
pressure levels, it is a quantity which is sensitive to such
uncertainties.
One of the features. of the present study is the use of both
in:--wind and out--of-wind microphones to measure let noise.
It is to be expected that different assessments of the same
jet noise will be made by both sets of microphones. As dis-
cussed in section 3.4 sound propagating through the turbulent
shear layer of the .1 ind tunnel flow will be -refracted and
scattered. A comparison of the jet noise data measured by the
r
r
	
in-wind and out-of--wind microphones for a flow Mach number of
9
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r
rMo
 = 0. 12 is shown on figure la. The sound pressure levels
for both sets of data have been adjusted to a constant dis-
tance of 3.05 m assuming an inverse square law dependence on
the distance from the source. Only the sound ; ,pressure levels
from the limited range of frequencies (1000 Hz to 6300 Hz)
have been included in this presentation. These data provide
a means for testing the results of theoretical analyses of the
effects of a shear layer on sound propagation. In particular,
the data from the out-of--wind microphones have been adjusted,
according to the analysis of Amiet (ref. 18). Since the theo-
retical analysis uses the model of a zero-thickness shear layer,
the results of the analysis are independent of frequency. There
should therefore be no difficulty with using the data in the
limited frequency range for this comparison. This comparison
is shown in figure 18. As can be seen, the data from the out-
of-wind microphones which have been adjusted using the pro-
cedure of reference 18, are in reasonably good agreement with
the data from the in-wind microphones.. Although the agreement
is not the same for all angles, the general trend of the	 s
adjusted data is reasonable.
IN
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6.0 'CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this experimental study has been to measure
the far--field characteristics of the noise from an unheated jet
in the presence of a flow. Although experimental difficulties
prevented total attainment of this objective,.several aspects
have been successfully completed. The conclusions which follow
are based on these aspects of the study.
As indicated in Table.M.there appears to be an inadequacy
in the theoretical prediction of the effect of an external flow
on the source strength of the noise from an unheated jet. The
measured change in source strength appears to fall intermediate
to the predictions of references 4 and 8 and of reference 9.
At all microphone positions in the present study, the over-
all sound pressure level of jet noise in the presence of flow
is less than the level with no flow for the same jet speed
(see figure 15). This is also found when the measured data
are converted to equivalent flight data (figure 16). This
result is consistent with that determined by Cocking and Bryce
(ref. 4) with in -wind microphones for similar flow and jet
conditions (see figure 16 and related discussion). It is
important to reiterate that the results of both the present
study and of reference 4 are obtained with an unheated jet.
The directivities of the overall sound pressure level of
jet noise measured with out-of-wind nicrophones using different
free--jet wind tunnels are not found to be in good agreement
with each other (see figure 14). Agreement is poorest when there
34.
is a flow established in the wind tunnel. The lack of agreement
of the static jet noise suggests that the free-jet wind tunnels
are not behaving as purely anechoic test facilities. This is
not completely surprising owing to the proximity of the wind
tunnel nozzle to the model jet. The deterioration of the agree-
ment when flow is established emphasizes the dependence of the
noise measured outside the flow on the geometry and on the
nature of the shear-layer of the wind tunnel flow.
In the present study the jet noise is measured independently
with microphones located both inside and outside of the wind
tunnel flow. Based on those portions of the data which appear
to be uncontaminated (see discussion of section 4.0), the
theory of Amiet (ref. 18) provides a substantial portion of the
adjustment necessary to "correct" the out--of--wind data to
equivalent in-wind conditions (see fig. 18). It should be
emphasized that this comparison does not constitute a defini-
tive test of this theory of sound propagation through a shear
layer. The detailed experimental results of reference 17
suggest that the effects of forward scattering of sound by
turbulence in the shear layer are also important.
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Figure 1. Elevation (A) and Plan (B) views of the
free-jet wind tunnel facility from ref. 7.
(Approximate scale	 1:200.)
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Figure 2 . Locations of the in--wind (0) and out-of-Wind ( 0 ) microphones
and of the pitot tube for the wind tunnel flow.
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Figure 3. Detail of model jet indicating flow straighteners (A) and
screens (B) .
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Figure 6, Support structure for the in--wind microphone.
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Figure 7. Relationship between emission and reception coordinate
systems.
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Figure 18. Directivity of the sound pressure level of jet noise measured by
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APPENDIX A
WIND NOISE MEASURED AT THE IN--WIND MICROPHONE
LOCATIONS FOR SPEEDS OF 30.5 m/s and 42.7 m/s.
(DATA CORRECTED FOR MICROPHONE RESPONSE.)
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WIND NOISE
Vv
 = 30.5 m/s No , = 0.09)
V. = 0.00
3
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL
	 aB(rt 2x10-5
 Pa)
octave band
center Angle V	 (degrees)
frequency
.115 1.1.0 100
160,00 84#85 90+35 85*35
2004-00 84,60 90+60 85*35
230+00 84,.60 88+10 85+35
315+00 83 +35 85185 84+60
400t04 831.33 84,,60 84+35
500f00 82,35 B3+83 83+60
630foo 82,.10 83*10 82+60
800+00 Billo 02,.10 82,35
10000-00 79060 80#60 80+60
1250+00 77*60 78+60 78*35
73,,60 76#.33 76*10
2000,00 72,.60 73+85 73+3S
2500#00 69#85 71,33 70t8S
31S0#00 66+35 67,.60 67+60
4000+00 63fS0 63+75 64,00
50004.00 62,.45 62,45 62*70
6300+00 63+55 63"35 65+85
8000+00 63,90 63+40 65+35
10000 * 00 65F55 65+05 66*60
12500+00 6S+75 66,00 68t35
16000+00 64+S0 64,.50 66+50
20000 * 00 65,.25 67+25 65#80
25000t.00 64,50 65,100 65*3S
31500+00 70+65 70,90 71t70
40000+00 70+90 '70+90 71*90
50000+00 67620 66f95 70+75
63000+00. 65+40 65+40 66+20
OASPL .934-12 96+53 94,01
I
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL - dB (re 2x11 -5 pa)
octave band
center Angle ^ (degrees)
frequency
so 70
1604- 00 85*85 93+55 93,3115
200t00 854- 10 92,, 80 92*60
250+00 84A35 90,05 89*8 5
315 * 00 84+85 88+30 88*10
400+00 84+35 86+30 86+10
300+00 83 + 160 83+30 BS 11 0
630+00 82+85 84+80 84+60
800+00 #32+35 831, 30 83+3.0
1000 * 00 80+60 82 +55 82+35
MMO 79+10 80030 80*10
1600 * 00 76+05 77.+55 77*35
2000+00 74+10 75+05 74*BS
2500+00 71+60 72*80 72*60
3130#00 67o85 60,80 68+60
4000+00 64*75 65+ 25 65+05
5000+00 63+43 63+37 63+17
630000 65+35 63+75 63455
8000+00 64t85 62*80 62+60
10000+00 65435 644- 90 64*70
12500#00 67+60 67,, :L0 66+90
16000+00 65,25 65 4,63 65*43
20000+00 644- 55 66+10 65+90
25000+00 63,85 65+00 64+80
31500+00 70+45 71.45 71+2 ►
40000f00 71+15 71t80 7:Lt60
50000+00 70+00 67*. 65 67,45
63000 , 00 66,- 20 66*50 66430
OASPL 94*05 98+82 9e161
WIND NOISE
V 
0 
= :3 0.5 m/s (m.
	 0.09)
V. = 0.00
56.
V0 	 30.5 m/s (m	 0.09)0
V.	 0.00
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL	 dB (re 2xj0_5
 Pa)
octave band
Angle ^ (degrees)center
frequency 60 50 40
160#00 92,73 521+13 90.85
200,00 91*98 97t13 96+85
250+00 89+23 94;,63 94 *ZSS
33.5,00 87,48 8+63 85*35
400+00 85+48 84+63 84+35
500100 84+48 03+63 83+35
630+00 831 - 98 83+63 83#35
800+00 82+48 82,38 82+10
1000+00 81S . 73 81+13 80+85
1250+00 79,. 48 78+SS 78#60
1600000 76+73 76+13 75+85
2000+00 74*23 74+38 74,10
2500+00 711- 98 70+88 70#60
3150l00 67*98 67 +13 66*85
4000+. 00 64,, 43 63x03 62+75
5000400 62+55 61+48 61+20
6300+00 62+93 63+22 62#95
8000,00 61 ' 98 6:1+78 61*50
10000,00 64+08. 63093 63+6 S
12500#00 66,28 66, , 03 6S+75
16000+00 64*81 63+43 63+15
20000#00 65+28 62+38 62+10
25000+00 64+18 63f. 38 33+10
21500+00 70+63 73+48 73#20
40000+00 70#. 98 74+13 6 74+60
S000O+00 66 +83 71#22 69+95
63000+00 654- 68 69+123 68+SS
OASPL 98+00 1004.43 100+1S
i^ 57 6
V  = 30.5 m/s (MO
 = 0.0))
V. = 0.00
a
t6.
K.
one-third 1/3 octave band 8PL - dB(re 2x10-5Pa)
octave band
center Angle (degrees)
frequency 30 20
160100 89+91 85+35
..00.40 93191 B4 + 60
250+00 931-40 83460
315 t 00 84+40 83+10
400+00 83.40 82.60
500+40
630+00
82.40
82+40
81+35
81+35
800+00 81+15 79+35
10001-00 79.91 78+10
1250+00 77.65 76.10
16000. 00 74 + 91 73 + B5
2000+00 73+15 70+60
2500+40 69+65 68s60
31 50 + 00 65.91. 64+60
4000+00 61+80 61+25
5040+00
6300+00
59+25
62+01
59195
61+70
8440+00 604-55 60t50
10004+00 62+70 62+90,
12500.00 64+80 64,-50
16004+00 62+20 60+90
20000+00 61+15 60+60
25000#00 31+15 ` 60+60
31500+00 72+2'15 72,95
40000+00 .73.65 7;3+85
50000+00 69+01 59+95
63000+00 67.60 68+55
OASPL 99+20 92+62
584
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL
	 dB (re 2xio-5 Pa)
octave band
center Angle * (degrees)
frequency 115 110 100
160 * 00 931-10 97.35 93*10
200f40 92,.60 964-10 Mes
250 * 00 92,35 93+3S 92,85
315+00 92,60 92c.311 92*10
400+00 93.4-10 9i +60 91+35
S40 +00 90 +,60 9t) +3S1 5 89,185
630+00 90+10 B9,60 90,010
800,100 89 +35 89,110 88 +35
1000+00 88+10 88,110 88410
J.2S0,.00 87+10 87+10 86+60
1600+00 85,60 85+33 85+35
2000+00 54+10 83+60 83+60
2500+00 82+10 82+:L0 81485
3150+00 80+10 79+85 79*BS
400040 78+23 77,25 77*25
50001-00 74+95 74,,43 73+95
6340+00 72+30 71o80 71*60
8000+00 71,.90 71+90 70+05
i0000foo 73*30 73+05 72,60
12500o00 73*75 73,.25 73,.10
1,6000+00 72+75 72,00 72+25
2000040 74+00 74+25 74+80
26000+00 7440 744,30 74+60
31500+00 73+90 74+J.3 72+95
40000+00 73+90 73+90 73+15
50000+00 7100 7:L+4 72+00
63000+00 68+is 168 8.15 67,95
OASPL 101+48 102+99 101+54
. m
60.
WIND NOISE
i0 = 42.7 m/s (M0	 0.12)
V. = 0.00
one-third
	 1/3 octave hand SPL - dB (re 2x3.0 Pa)
octave hand
center	 Angle ^ (degrees)
frequency	 90	 1	 80	
. 1
	 70
160+00 94*35 96. Osi 916 *85
20000 931, 85 94,. 80 94+60
250+00 93+10 94,30 94.10
315#00 92.60 93-05 92,B5
400+00 92+10 92,, 55 92+35
500+00 90+85 91+130 91+60
630+00 90*35 91,30 91,10
BOO+00 69x85 901 - 30 90,10
1000#00 8e+B5 B94, 30 89110
1250 * 00 874- 85 87+80 87+60
160000 135183 86.35 86435
2000+00 04,35 134t, 30 84+10
2500,. 00 83 + 1.0 83 4.30 83il 1o
3150loo 806- 85 81+05 (3 0,1 85
4000+00 78+23 78,.30 78*30
5000+00 75+20 754. 37 75*17
6300 * 00 72+10 72+00 71480
8000-00 72+10 71+30 71+10
10000+00 73*10 72-90 72t70
12500,1 00 72+85 730.0 .72+90
16000.00 72+25 71+88 71+68
20000f00 74+80 74*60 74+40
25000+00 74+60 751- 00 74+80
31SOO+00 73+95 73,. 20 73*00
40000+00 74+15 74405 73+85
50000#00 73,25 721. 15 71+93.
63000+00 16 8+95 69+00 69+80
OASPL 102+ 20 103+08 102+138
f
V 0	 42.7 m/s (M0 	0.12)
V	 0.00
one-third	 1/3 octave band SPL dB (re 2x.10 --5
 Pa)
octave band
center
	 Angle ^ (degrees)
frequency	 60	 1	 so	 1	 40
160 00 95,, 23 102 88 102*60
2004. 00 93+98 106+88 100+60
250+00 93,48 1061 - 63 106,35
315,.00 92+23 95*38 95+10
400, . 00 91.73 92+30 92+10
500+00 90+98 90,12 89+85
630+00 904- 48 89+63 89+35
8004- 00 89, . 48 89+12 88*83
100000O 88,48 87+BB E37t60
1250+00 06+9e 86+12 1115+85
1.600, . 00 85,. 73 8!5+J.2 84#85
2000,. 00 83,48 8:3 +12 82#85
2500,00 82,.48 91,3B 81+10
3150+00 80+23 79+12 78+85
4000 * 00 77,68 75+52 75*25
5000+00 74 +5 71 +73 71, 45
6300t. 00 71.18 6003 68,.45
8000,00 70,48 16 8+03 67475
10000+00 72+08 691. 17 68+90
12500,00 72+2B 69+52 69t25
16000+00 71+06 68+17 67+90
20000,00 73+78 67+. 38 67*10
25000, . 00 74+18 67+63 67., 35
31.500+00 72,38 74+73 74+- 45
40000 * 00 73,23 76,12 75+85
50000,00 71+33 73473 73+45
63000+00 6B+i8 71+83 71+55
OASPL 102,26 11 1 +84 1 11, 56 
0
61-
.A
Aj
160 s- 00 65 .108,, 60
200+00 107*65 1094110
2S0 * 00 105*40 I0ZI. 85
3i5i-00 94,15 984-60
400 * 00 91*15 96,60
500 * 00 88+9t 93410
630,- 00 88*40 90#35
800,1 00 87,91 894-1.0
1000f00 86,65 W ► BS
12504. 00 84*91 86*35
1.600 ► 00 83*91 85+10
200040 81+91 82, . 60
2500+00 80 ► 15 81 ► 10
3150+00 774.91 78.35
4000f00 74,.31 75+25
5000+00 70,. 50 72 *4S
6300+00 67+50 68+95
8000,00 66,80 69 ► 25
iOOMOO 67,96 69+40
x.2500 +00 66+31 69 ,. 25
16000+00 66+96 67+40
20004 + 00 66+15 66+35
25000+00 66+40 67t10
3IS00+00 73,, 50 73.70
40000t00 74 ► 91 74+85
5000000 7250 72+20
63000,00 70,60 69+80
OASPL 110t,60 112+91
-1
62.
i
WIND NOISE
Vo = 42.7 m/s . (Mo	0.12)
v	 0..00
one-
.
third	 1/3 octave band SPL - dB (re 2x10_ 5 Pa)
octave band
center	 Angle ^ (degrees)
frequency	 30	 20
APPENDIX B
JET NOISE MEASUREMENTS. (DATA CORRECTED FOR
MICROPHONE RESPONSE AND ADJUSTED TO A DISTANCE
OF 3.OSm.)
63.
.	 jI
aET NOISE
Out-of--Wind Microphone
Angle = 250
V. = 340 m/s (M = 1.0)
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL - dB(re 2x1.0-Spa)
octave band
wind speed -- V
 (m/S )
center
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
1. 60 + 00 6 5 + 1.4 72+89 78 4- 89
200 * 00 65+14 70+64 77+39
250 + 0 Q 65+:L4 69 + 14 75+14
315+00 65*89 67+39 73+39
1;00+00 67+39 66+14 70,89
500,00 69+14 65 +439 6e+39
630+00 72+64 68+64 68+39
800+00 75+14 70,89 69+64
1 000 + 00 78 + 1.4 74,14 72 4 64
J.250 600 61+141.4 `143, :L4 76+39
1.600+00 84+14 80 +64 79+14
2000+00 86+64 83,89 82+64
2500+00 89+39 87,14 85 +39
31.50+00 90+64 88+89 87,64
4004 ~ 00 91+29 89, 29 89+04
5000+00 92+49 90+49 89+49
6300+00 91+99 90+49 88+99
8000+00 91+29 89+29 843+04
10000+00 89,19 87+19 45,19
12500+00 86+79 (33,04 82+29
160001-00 84+44 SJ. + 94 801,69
20000,00 82 +8V 81 + .L4 80 + .l.4
25000+00 80+89 79 +39 77+J.4
31500+00 80+24 -78+99 77+49
' 40000+00 82+39 82+14 81+64.
50000+00 79+99 79+24 79*2'4
E^3000+00 71+84 71+84 71+84
OASP L, 100 #.56 943, 64 97 . 54
JET NOISE
Out-of-Wind Microphone
Angle,	 300.
•	 V^ W 340 m/s (M^ =
 1.0)
one--third 1/3 octave band SPL - dB(re 2xl0_5Pa)
octave band
wand speed	 Vo (m/s)
center ,
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
. 160+00 63.65 64.00 68 .43
200100 63.68 64.00 66+68
250.00 63 +68 64+00 63+93
31.5.00 63+93 64 +00 63 +93
400+00 65,,68 64+00 63+68
500+00 68+68 664-00 65 +43
630 +00 710 I 68+00 67+18
B00 + 00 74,18 70 . I B 68.68
1000. 00 77.43 73.68 72 +93
1250.00 80F iB I7+18 76+iS
1600+00 82.63 79+93 7B +93
2000+00 85 +6B 83+43 B2+68
2500+00 88+43 85+68 85+43
3150#00 90+318 87+63 87+43
4000+00 91.83 89.33 88.83
5000+00 92+28 89+7B 90.28
6300+00 92.03 90+78 90+03
8000.00 90+83 89+33 89+08
i0000+00 M98 87.73 86+73
12500+00 B6.58 85~33 84+0S
16000+00 64+23 82 +48 8203
20000+ 00 82+93 80.68 81+18
250004-00 80.68 78+18 Mi8
31500100 80+78 77.53 77+78
40000+00 81.43 80+93 80+68
50000+00 79.03 78,-28 71?' +03
63000.00 72. 13 70+88 72.88
OASBL 100+30 98+31 97+99
65.
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JET NOISE
Out-of-Wind Microphone
Angle	 40
V  = 340 m/s (M 	^ 1.0)
one-third	 1/3 octave band SPL - dB(re 2xlO-5Pa)
octave band
wind speed - VQ
 (m/s)
center
frequency	 0.00	 30.5	 42.7
160+00	 59+50
200+00	 60+75
250+00	 57+65
315+00	 61,73
400#00	 .62f,75
500+00	 65+25
630 ► 00	 68.00
800+00	 70+50
1000104
	
73+50
1250.00	 76,50
1600 ► 04	 79+25
2000+00	 82 +25
2500+00	 854,00
3150+00	 87+ 25
4000+00	 88#40
5000+00
	
89+60
6304+00	 89+60
8000+00	 89+65
1.0000 r 00	 89+05
12500 +00	 87+15
16000+00	 86+05
20000 104	 8500
25000+00	 83+00
31500+00	 82+85
40000+00	 81+75
50000+04	 79+60
63000+00	 75+20
C3ASPL	 98#65
65175 65+25
61+50 62+7
61+50 61+50
61,50 61+7 5
61 tSO 61+73
63+00 62+50
65150 64125
67 +50 66 * 50
^
70 t7S 70+00
74 + 00 73+25
76o,50 73,75(30600 79+25
82+75 81+50
84+75 84+00
X36+15 8.., +6;
88+10 87+85
81:3+35 88+35
Mis 88 ► 15
074.30 87+30
85#90 B5+65
84+05 33480
83+25 82+75
80+75 E30450
_80,60 8q0+60
81+25 81+50
79+ 10 79+10
74 +95 74+4S
96+95 96+71
GG.
r
JET NOISE
Out-of-Wind Microphone
Angle V = 50P
V	 340 m/s (M	 1.0)
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL - dB (re 2x1.0- 5 Pa)
octave band
wind speed - V (m/s) 
center 0
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
160,00 58*48 60+48 64+40
200+00 58+23 61*23 63+48
250+00 591698 59+98 62*,23
415#00 59+78 61+23 61+98
400600 59+98 60+98 62#.23
500o.00 61.698 6.1.673 61+48
630,.00 64+23 62+98 63*98
800+00 66+73 64+48 66+73
1000600 69623 67+23 66+23
1250+00 72648 72+23 68+98
1600+00 74673 72,98 70+73
2000600 76.98 74o48 73+23
2500+00 79+48 76-48 75,73
3150 * 00 81 +48 78+98 77498
4000+00 824-68 80,,93 80+18	 4
5000600 84+55 82+80 82+05
6500+00 854-68 8.3+93 83*19
8000600 86+98 84+73 834,98
10000+00 86+83 85+33 84658
12500+00 85+78 84,03 84*78
16000+00 85,.81 83+81 83,,31
20000+00 85653 83+53 83+53
25000600 84+68 81*93 81+93
31500+00 83+63 81. +13 81.+13
40000.00 84	 -J-r1	 , %a 79+98 80+48
50000+00 79+58 78+08 78*83
63000+00 76*68 75+93 75+68
0(1 51='1_ 96+12 94+ 17 93+85
0
67.
JET NOISE
Out-of--Wind Microphone
Angle	 60
V. = 340 m/s 01 = 1.0)
i
ii
i
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL - da(re 2x10 -5Pa)
octave band
wind speed
	 Vo
 (m/s)
center
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
160+00 50+91 58+9j. 62+41
200+00 60.91 59+91 62+66
250+00 60.41 58+91 61+41
315.00 55+91 58+91 60+41
400+00 61+91 52119 J. 60+1.6
500+00 62+66 58+9:1. 59+66
630+00 63.41 60#91 60.9 .
800+00 65.91 62.91 62+16
1000+00 67+41 64+66 63316
1250+00 71+9J. 66,.91. 66+41
1600+00 72.91 69+16 68+1.6
2000.00 73+'66 70+91 70+16
2500+00 75,,91 73.16 72+91
3150+00 77.66 74+91 74+91
4000+00 78+86 76.69. 76+36
5000+00 80+48 78+48 78+23
630O+00 8:1. +86 80.11 79+61
8000.00 82+4J. B1'+ J.6 80+66
10000.00 B3+26 R1+76 81+51
12500.00 83.46 81 +2.1 83+2J.
16000+00 83+74 80+74 81+99
20000.00 83.46 80.96 80.96
25000+00 8?1? 86 80 +80, 80+61
31500+00 82+56 801,31 79+56
40000+00 81+41 79+49. 79+91
50000.00 79+76 78+26 78+76.
63000+00 76+86 75+61 75+61
OA QWPL 93+50 .91+41 91+62
a
68.
, J11-
one-third 1/3, octave band SPL -- dB (re 2x_10-5Pa)
octave band
wind speed - V 	 (m/s)
center
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
160+00 58+21 61+21 65+71.
200+00 59+46 60+96 63+96
250.00 58+21. 59+21 62+21
315+00 58+21 60+46 64+46
400+00 56t96 60+96 61+21
500+00 60.21 64+.21 64+21
630+00 62+71 65+96 63+46
800,00 64+46 62+46 63+21.
1000+00 66421 64+46 64421
1250+00 68+21 66446 7001
1600+00 70+21 68+46 73+21
2000+00 72+21 70+46 77+21
2500+00 74+71 72+96 77+71
3150+00 76+21 74+21 76+71
4400+40 77+66 76416 76+91
5000+00 78+78 7.7+53 76+78
6300+00 80,41 79+66 78+16
8000+00 81+21 79+96 78+71
1000000 81481 80+31 79+81
12500+00 62+76 84.01 79+01
1.6000+00 81+04. 84+04 78+29
20000.00 81+26 79+76 78+76
25000.00 80+16 70+41 7B+41
31500+00 80.11 -78+11 77 +61
40000+00 79+96 78+71. '78+21
50000+00 78+S1 77+31 77+06
63000+00 75+16 73+41 73+66
OASPL 91+79 90+84 90+15
r
Ii
I
*4
t	 I
JET NOISE
Out-of-Wind Microphone
Angle	 Tao
V. = 340 m/s (M
i
 
W 
1.0)
69.
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JET NOISE
Out--of-Wind Microphone
Angle	 goo
I
j	 V. = 340 m/s (M^	 1.0)t
I
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL - dB(re 2x10 -5 Pa)
octave band
wind speed(
 m/s)(m/s) .
center
0.00 3.0.5 42.7frequency
._...160+00_ ^ -- 58 +3 0 w) 7+80 61+ 55
200+00 61+30 61+05 62+55
250,,00 57,80 57 + 80 59+05
315+00 57+80 57+80 50 +80
40040 58+05 57480 MOO
500 + 00 59 + 30 5a+30 59+011i
6
3
0
+00 614 55 6O+0 /^ 60+30
•	 800+00 _	 63 +05 -	 61. +30	 - 61 4 05
1000 +00 65 +30 62 +80 63+30
125O+00 684-05 65+55 65+0::
1600+00 69+80 '67+55 6740;
2000+00 71,,SS 69 +55 69 1. 05
2500+00 73+S5 7:1..30 71+30
3150+00 74+80 73405 72+53
4000+00 76 +20 744.20 73+70
5000+00 77+90 75+65 75+40
6300+00 79+3O 77 +55 77 + 55
8000+00 80+30 78+80 78+30
10000 + 00 .80+03 .78+05 + 80_77
12500+00 80+80 78+80 78+OS
16000+00 79+95 77+95 77,70
20000;00 BO+OO 77+75 78 4 00
25000 +00 79+05 77+05 76+80
31500+00 79+40 77+63 77+90
40000+00 77435 75 .03 75+35
50000+00 75+70 75+20 75+20
63000 +00 73+65 72+65 72+40
Oi)SPL 90+42 88 + 5115 88+34
JET NOISE
Out--of--Wind Microphone
Angle = 9 CP
V. = 340  m/s (M = 1.0)
one-third 1/3 octave bawd SPL -- dB (re 2x .0-5Pa.)
octave band
wind speed - V 	 (m/s)
center
0.0 0 30.5 42.7frequency
~ 160+00 58+66 5,7+91 6J.+9:1
200 + 00 61+66 60+66 62 +4:f.
250+00 57466 57+66 584,9:1.
31.S+00 57,66 57*66 59+66
400 4, 00 57o, 66 57+66 66M6
500+00 58+66 57+91 58 +93.
6301-00 60.66 ,.19 + 6 6 60+16
X300+ 00 62 +16 60+91 60t9J.1 000 t 0o 64+4 1 62 , 41 62 + 43.
J.250 +00 66+41 64 +6 6 64+16
1600+00 68+ 16 66 t 9:1 65+66
2000 t 00 70,.4:L 681-91 60+16
2500 +00 72+16 10+91 1M6
3150+00 7,.x, + 66 72 t41. 72+1 6
4000,00 74+56 73+81 73+06
5000+00 76+26 75+26 74+76
6300+00 77+66 76+66 75+66
5000+00 78.66 77+66 77,41
10000+00 78+16 77+16 77+16
12300600 78+66 79 +:L6 77.16
16000+00 79+31 78+31 77+3:i.
20000+00 78+61 77t86 77+11
25000+00 76+91 76,41 75+91
31500+00 78 + 51 77426 77401
40000+00 77.4:1. 77+71 77.21
50000+00 78+ 51 76+06 76 +81
63000+00 72+76 72+51 73+01
0 A S P L 89 +25 88+41 87+86
i	 -^
71.
J
72.
JET NOISE
41
Out-of-Wind Microphone
Angle ^ = 1.000
V. = 340 m/s (Mj = 1.0)D
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL	 dB (re 2x1.0_ 5 Pa)
octave band
Wind speed	 V	 (m/s) 
center
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
1600-00 57+80 57*80 61*55
200, . 00 57,- 80 60*05	 .62*05
250400 57*80 57.80 58+05
313 * 00 57+80 57,, 80 seteo
400600 57+80 57+80 57+80
500+00 584- 80 57680 58+80
630,00 61+05 59+55 59#55
800+00 62,. 5S 60f30- 60+55
1000+00 64+30 62.30 61+55
12 ;0+.00 66+30 63a. 80 63405
1600+00 68&30 66,55 65+55
2000,00 70+80 68,55 67*55
2500, . 00 72i55 70*30 69+80
a150+00 .73+55 71 +80 71,30
4000+00 74+95 72*95 72+43
5000+00 75.90 74*90 74+15
6300 * 00 77+05 75+80 75+80
8000 * 00 78+55 774- 30 76*80
10000400 784- 80 77+55 77+55
12500+00 78+30 77+55 76*80
16000+00 78+20 77*70 76+95
20000,00 7800 76+50 76+25
25000+00 7,6.. 80 75+30 74+80
31500 * 00 77+90 -75+90 75+65
40000 * 00 77,. 60 76+85 76+60
50000+00 76,70 75,. 95 75+70
63000 * 00 730- 65 72+40 72+15
OASPL 88+89 87*67 87+29
f	 ^
I
JET NOISE
Out-of-Wind Microphone
Angle * = 1100
V. = 340 m/s (M= 1.0)
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL - dB(re 2x10_5Pa)
octave band
,rind speed - V4
	
(m/s)
center
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
160+00 r 58.21 59+46 _	 62+21
200+00 61.21 61+71 62.71.
25 0 + 00 58,. 2 1 58 9, 2 1 581.46
315+00 SF► .2:t 58*21 8+46
400.04 U+21 38,21 58+46
500+00 58.21 58 .21 a8 +21.
630+00 59996 38+71 !39+21.
8001-00 61,96 60+73. 64 +21.
1400 +40 64+21. 62+21. 61+71
1250+00 66+21 63+96 63+46
1600+00 67+96 65+71 64+46
2040+00 69+96 61+71. 66+71
2500+00 71.+96 69+46 68+96
3150+00 72+96 70.96 70+46
4000+00 73 + 61 71.. F36 71 + 1.1.
3000+00 74.81. 73 + 56 73+31
6300+00 76416 74+91 74+66
8000+00 77+76 76.Si 75 +26
10000+00 77+66 761.16 75+91 
1.2500.043 77+11 76+ 11 76#36
16€300+00 77+36 75+11 75 +36
20000+00 76+61 74+86 74+61
25000+00 76+36 74.3 , 74+86
31500+410 77+81 73.01 75 +26
40000.00 75.26 73.01 73.26
50000+04 74+56 71+81 72+81•
630OO+00 73+26 70+76 71+51
OASFIL 87.87 86+10 86# 02
f
I
73.
JET NOISE
Out-of-Wind Microphone
Angle, = 1150
V.
D
 = 340 m/s (M- = 1.0)
Y
W
one--third 1/3 octave band SPL -- dB (re 2x10	 Pa)
octave band
wind speed - Vo (m/s)
center
frequency 0.00 30..5 42.7
160+00 I^ 58+50 59 +00 65+00
200+00 61+25 61+50 65 r00
250+00 58 +50 58 f5o 61 * 00
315 +00 3B050 58+50 61+00
400 +00 58+50 58 + 50 614. 00
500+00 58+50 58+50 61+00
630+00 58+50 58+50 61+00
800+00 60 +50 60+2; 61+00
f	 1000+00 63 #2 5 62+50 61 +00
x.2)50+00 65'.00 63 +75 62+7 5
1600+00 67+25 65+75 64+75
2000+00 69+00 67+00 65+75
2500+00 71,50 69+50 68+50
3150+00 72+50 71,50 70400
4004+00 73+90 72+15 70+90
5000000 75+35 73+10 71+60
6300 + 00 76+20 74+20 73+20
8000+04 77+30 75+55 74+30
J.0000+00 76+95 75+70 74+70
12500+00 76+40 75+90 MAS
1.6000+00 76 ,.15 75 + 15 74 + 40
20000+00 75+65 74+40 73+90
25000+00 75+90 74+40 73+65
3.500 +0o 76 +55 74+55 74+05
40000 +Oo 74+55 72+80 71+80
50 000+ 00 72+85 71+60 74+60
63000+00 72+30 70+30 69 + 30
OASPL 87+25 XS1.78 84+77
t
f
74.
JET 401SE
In-Wind Microphone
Angle
	 200
V]	340 m/s (Ma =
 1.0)
one-third 1/3 octave band 5PL ^- dB (re 2;10-5Pa)
octave band
wind speed - V0
 (m/s)
center
4:
	
0.00	 30.5	 42.7requency
1601-00 57+91 Si. f66 99+16
200,00 59+41 130t66 100#16
250+00 61+66 79+41 97+16
315+00 64*4J. 79+16 91+ 6 6
400,.00 670.6 79 +:16 92+16
500+00 701-16 77 + 9 . BS f 16
630+00 73+41 77+4J. 87+66
800.00 76+66 77+16 83+16
100000 79+16 77t66 02,-16
1250+00 8:1.+91 79+41 81+91
160M00 84 + 91 81+4 1 E32 + 41
2000 ► 00 87+66 83+66 83 +1 6
2500+00 9M.6 86+66 85+66
3150+00 92+16 88+6w 87+66
40001-00 92+31 69+81 89+31
5060 + 00 93 +26 90+5j. 900,51.
6300+00 93+26 91.0j. 90+51
8000+00 92+81 90 +96 89 6 $.1.
.10000+00 90671 88+96 SR+46
J.2500600 88+31 87+31 87+06
16000+00 85+96 85571 85+71
20000.00 82+66 82+91 82+66
25000400 80+66 81+41 81+ 41
31500+00 80+76 81+76 81+51
40000+00 . 77,,511 ^78+66 78+91
50000+00 74f r1 75+.51 16+01
63000+00 721-86 73+36 74+11
OASPL 10J.+62 99+63 105+60
r
F
7,5.
JET NOISE
in-Wind Microphone
Angle VI = 300
V	 340 m/s (M j 	 i.0),
one-third 1/3 octave band SPL -5dB(re 2x.0-Spa)
octave band ------
wind speed Vo
 (m/s)
center
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
1.604-00 56*52 83+52S 94+77
200 * 00 58+27 82 +52 93,77
250+00 59o52 79077 89,77
315+00 62+02 77+52 84+77
400,00 65+02 76.77 82+77
500+00 68+27 76+02 81#52
630+00 71+27 75+52 80*77
800000 74+02 75*27 80+02
1000+00 77*02 75+02 79452
125000 79+52 76+52 79+02
1600,00 82+77 78+77 79+52
•	 2000000 85+77 814-02 80+52
2500+00 88+77 83+77 82+77
3150+00 91+02 86,77 85+52
4000,00 92+17 88,17 e6.67
5000400 94+12 89662 88+62
6300+00 93+87 90+37 89+37
8000 * 00 93.67 90,42 89t42
10000+00 91+37 89+57 139+32
12500+00 89+92 89+17 88+67
16000 * 00 87+82 87+07 86+82
20000#00 85+02 84 +77 (34+77
25000,00 03+02 83,02 82,52
31500 * 00 83.37 82t87 82962
40000+00 801.02 79+77 80#52
50000+00 77+62 77+12 77*87
63000+00 75,22 75+72 76+22
OASPL 101497 99+34 101*45
one--third 1/3 octave band SPL - dB(re 2xlO
-SPa)
octave band
center
wind speed - Va
 (m/s )
frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
x.60 +00 S7,12 801-00 93+07
200+00 57+12 8:L+50 92+07
25000 58.12 77 +#30 87+32
3151-00 60+62 75+00 M32
400+00 62+62 74+60 83 ► 07
500+00 64+67 74+00 G	 M07
630+00 68+2 73+57 79+32
800+00 70+62 72+07 78+07
1004+00 73+62 72+32 77+32
1250+00 76+12 72+82 76+82
1600+00 79 .12 74+32 76+32
2000+00 82+12 76+32 77+07
2500+00 84+62 78.37 77+i7
2150+00 87+37 91+07 80 ► 07
4000+00 88+02 82+72 91:+22
5000+00 90+30 84+92 83+42
6300+00 91+50 85 ► 92 84+42
8000+00 911-SO 86+47 85+72
10000+00 92+30 87+37 86+12
J.2500+00 92+40 87+22 86+22
16000+00 90+80 86+12 85+87
20004+00 88+12 134+57 83x82
25000+00 86+80 53+82 83 ► 57
31500+00 85+50 84+17 84+42
40000+00 82+83 8:L +82 02+32
50000+00 81+1S SM7 80+92
63000 + 00 78 +02 78 + 02 713 +27
OASPL. 100+87 96+28 99+33
Mgt 4L	 fiL .'P+Cpe': I T t R-
JET NOISE
In--Wind Microphone
Angle =' 400
V]
 = 340 m/s (DI = 1.0).
a
i
f
r
J
y
1
a
A
R
h
:i
i
w
JET NOISE
In-Wind Microphone
Angle y? = 500
V	 340 m/s (M
	 1.0 ),
one-third	 1/3 octave band SPL dB(re 2x10
-5 Pa)
octave band
center	
wind speed Vo (m/s)
frequency	 0'	 42.730.5.00	 1
I
1601.00 55#54 86+04 93.04
200,00 55*.29 8904 1,00*54
250 * 00 551-54 Si. S4 92*54
3154-00 57+54 76+79 86*29
40000 59#.79 73,79 84*79
5001,00 61+04 7J.+79 81+04
630600 64+04 71+29 79+54
800100 66,04 70+79 70*29
10004,00 68+29 69*79 7e.04
1250+00 71+29 70+04 75*79
1600,00 73,54 71f.04 74+79
2000 * 00 75*79 72+29 74+29
2500+00 78+54 75-04 73+04
3130000 80+29 76#04 7509
4000+00 814.99 78#49 77+74
5000+00 84*36 80,36 79+61
6300,00 85,49 81+49 80+74
8000000 87*04 82+79 82*04
10000+00 87+64 84o14 83+14
12500+00 87+84 84+34 82*84
16000,00 86+12 83.37 82+37
20000,,00 85,59 821.34 81*34
25000+00 84*49 Bi+74 00*74
31500.00 83,644 80494 80*19
40000+00 81+54 79t.54 78+.79
50000+00 79+89 78,.14 77+64
63000,00 77+49 761,49 76+24
OASPL 964-35 93+42 102+59
78.-
160 t 00 '54,40 76#90 85460
200+00 53090 7B*90 90+90
250+. 00 54+65 78+15 89+65
315 * 00 56M 74,90 84t9O
400,00 a8,.65 72*15 81+40
500+00 60+40 71+1s 774-65
6Z0#00 62*65 70f40 77*40
800 * 00 65+15 691.40 76*40
1000+00 66+90 69+1S 75+40
1260t00 69+40 68+90 74+65
1600,.00 71+15 69+ 65 73+15
2000,00 73+15 710 i5 73#15
2500+00 75,65 72,.90 74+iS
3150+00 77*iS 74.65 74+65
4000+00 78+35 734,60 75.60
5000 * 00 80*97 78+22 77+97
6300+00 81,.85 79,.10 78.+60
8000I-00 $3,115 80+65 79v90
10000,00 84#25 81,75 81.125
12500+00 8,4+20 81,45 80+70
16000to4 83,148 80,48 79*48
20000+00 82f45 801-70 75193
25000.00 81+BS 79,.85 781185
31500,.00 81+55 79,30 78+80
40000+00 79,90 77+65 77+15
50000+00 78+75 77+00 76+00
63000f04 789-33 76+35 75*60
OASF'L 931-35 91+79 96+31
1,
aET NOISE
In-Wind Microphone
Angle 'V1	 60?
V. = 340 .u/s (bi	 1.0)
one-thy
 rd 1/3 octave band SPL dB(re 2x10 pa)
octave band
wind speed V 0 (m/s)center
Frequency 0.00	 30.5	 42.7
	
I	 I	 I
79.
i.Y JET NOISE
In-Wind Microphone
Angle 41 = 700
V;
	 340 m/s (m' ^1.0}
160, 00 51.78 75,03 84+53
200,00 52.53 79+53 89+03
250+00 53+03 77.78 88+03
315,00 55+03 74,03 05+28
400,00 57+28 70.53 x±304 53
500+00 59+03 69+53 77+78
630,00 61+53 69 0- 53 76+53
800 ► 00 63,78 68+78 76,28
10004,00 65#53 68 * 03 7 ; + 03
1250+00 68,03 68420 74.03
1600,00 6V +53 60 478 73.03
2000.00 71.78 70+28 72 + 28
2500,00 74+03 72+28 73+28
3150+00 754.53 73+03 73428
4000+00 76+98 74.48 74+48
5000,00 78,10 76,60 75,85
6'500+00 19.73 17,48 77+23
8000+00 80,78 78453 78,03
10000,00 82,13 79+38 78,88
12500+00 81,83 79,08 78,33
16000+00 80,61 73436 77,86
20000+00 80,58 78+08 78+08
25040+00 79+73 77+23 76,98
31500+00 78,93 77+18 76+68
40000+00 77.78 75,78 75,53
50000+00 77+13 75,63 75+38
63000,00 76+48 74+73 74,48
OASPL 91+13 90+10 94+92
L,
i
-- r
	 8 0 ..
a
A'
`t
I
one third 1/3
 octave band SPL - dB(re 2x10_5Pa)
octave band
wind speed -- Vo
 (m/s)
center
frequency
	
0.00
	 30.5
	 42.7
f
JET NOISE
In-Wind Microphone
0
Angle	 80
one-third
	 1/3 octave band SPL dB(re 2xlOW5Pa)
octave band
wind speed - Vo
 (m/s)
center
=re uenc
	
0.00	 30.5
	 42.74	 Y
I
160+00 49+58 74+83 82+08
200#00 49+83 75+08 433,,58
250,,00 51608 77,,08 84.33
315+00 53+33 75+33 82+33
400+00 55+83 70633 78,,33
500,00 S7,58 69,58 76+33
630+00 60633 69.58 71658
8000-00 629,33 68+08 74+83
1000+00 64+433 67+83 74,,08
1230+00 67+33 674.83 73,,33
1600600 68+58 68+08 72+33
000600 70+83 69+08 71683
2500+00 72+33 71+08 72,,33
3150+00 74,,08 72,.08 72+33
4000+00 75+48 73+48 73+48
5000600 76+93 74,.93 74+6B
6300+00 79+48 76+83 76483
6000+00 80603 "18+05 77683
1.0000+00 80+58 7D658 77,,83
12500+00 X30658 78+33 78+08
16000+00 79+96 77+73 77+48
20000+00 79+03 77628 76+73
2 5000+00 78+08 75+83 75+33
31500+00 78,,66 76+68 76643
40000600 76663 '74,,88 74+38
50000600 76+23 74573 74,,73
63000 +00 75+ 1B 7.'f+93 73,,18
OASF'L 90,04 89.119 92 +22
81.
one-third V3 octave band . SPL
	 dB (re 2x].0 -5 Pa)
octave band
wind speed	 V (m/s) 
center 0
frequency 0.00 30.5- 42.7
160,00 48+50 72+50 81.50
200o00 4B,25 71o25 79*75
250,00 494-00 714,50 ail.25
31.5,00 51*50 71*25 79*75
400 * 00 54,50 70,,50 78*25
500 * 00 .56o25 69*25 77*50
6'30+00 58 +,5,0 69*00 76*50
8001-00 614.00 684.25 76*25
1000#00 63+23 67+25 74+75
1250+00 65+00 67+50 74+25
1600 * 00 67+25 67*00 72+50
2000+00 691,25 68,,'30 72+25
25004r00 71+25 70*25 72t25
31501,00 72+25 71+75 72400
4000600 73+90 72.90 73*1.5
SOOMO 75,85 744.35 741,35
6300+00 77+00 754,75 75+50
8000#00 78+75 77+25
100001,00 79+00 77+50 77+00
12500+00 79+75 78+00 77+50
16000,.00 7_84.40 76+90 76,65
20000+00 77+70 76+45 75,95
25000 +00 75+75 75* 00 75+00
31t00+00 77.10 76o35 75+85
40000+00 74+80 74,,55 73*80
50000+00 74+90 74+40 73+90
63000 * 00 74+85 73+85 73*10
OASPL 88+59 89,110 91+00
82.
JET NOISE'
In-Wind Microphone
Angle V1 = 900
V.	 340 m/s (DI	 1.0),
--	
1
JF]' NOISE
1n--Wind Microphone
Angle	 1000
V^	 340 m/s (Ma .	 1.0)
one-third
	 1/3 octave band SPL -- dB(re 2x10-5Pa)
octave band
wind speed -- V  (m/S )
center
frequency	 0.00	 30.5	 42.7
160+00 47+69 72+69 81.144
200+00 47+69 72+69 81+44
250.00 47+44 71+94 79+44
31.,E+00 50+44 71444 78+44
400+00 53+69 70+69 78-19
500+00 55+44 69,.44 76+44
630+00 56+94 69.19 75+94
800100 59+94 68 +1. 9 74+44
1000000 61+94 67119 73+94
1250+00 64+44 66+94 72+94
1600+00 66144 66+69 71+44
2000100 68+94 67+44 70+69
2500+00 70+69 69+ 19 70194
3150+00 71+94 70+19 71+19
4000.00 73+84 71. + 84 8471+B
5000+00 74+79 73.54 73104
6300+00 76+69 74+94 74+69
8000+00 77+94 76+1,9 75+94
10000+00 78+69 76+44 76+44
12500+00 78144 76+94 76+94
16000+00 77+84 76+59 76+09
20000+00 76+89 75+64. 74+89
25000+00 75+94 74+69 74+44
31500+00 76,.79 75+04 75+04
40000+00 74149 73+49 73+74
50000+00 75+09 73+84 73+59
63000+00 74+04 73+29 73+04
OASPL 88+03 87 +46 90+43
i
83.
r^^
1	 0
JET NOISE
In-Wind Microphone
Angle -^ = 1100
V	 3 4 0 m/s (DI	 1.0 )
one-third 1/3 	 -5octave band
	 dB
	 2xlO Pa)
octave band
wind speed V 0 (m/S)
center 
frequency
	
0.00	 1	 30.5	 1	 42.7
1.60+00 47,30 72oB0 82*80
200+00 47+55 72;. 80 82t55
250,00 46 ► 80 724-80 79#80
31500 48+55 71,55 79,60
400+00 51.80 71,05 78*55
5004 - 00 55,80 70+30 77+05
630 ► 00 57f05 70 ► 05 76+30
800 ► 00 58+55 69.30 74, . 80
1000+00 61 ► 80 67.30 73*33
1250 * 00 63455 66*80 73+30
1600+00 65*55 66 ► 33 71 ► 30
2000600 67*55 66+80 7J.#30
2500+00 69+80 68*80 70+80
3150,00 71+05 69+30 70*80
4000 * 00 72+20 70+95 70 ► 95
5000 ► 00 73*90 72 ► 40 72, . 40'
6300 * 00 75, , 50 744- 00 73*50
8000+00 77+10 75,35 75*35
100004 - 00 77*50 76.00 75*25
12540t00 77+45 75 ► 70 75*70
16000+00 76+20 74 ► 20 74+45
20000 * 00 74 ► 9!5 73#95 73*95
25000+00 75+20 74.20 73+95
31500+00 76+10 74+85 74*60
40000+00 74+3S 73#10
50000+00 73., 40 71690 72+15
63dOO.00 72,85 71+85 71..35
OASPL B6+92 86+76 90+67
84.
JET NOISE
In-Wind Microphone
Angle y?
	1150
V	 340 m/s (bl.-	 1.0)
3
16
one-third 1/3 octave band SPA, -5d13 (re 2xj0	 pa)
octave band
wind speed	 V	 (m/s)
center 0
Frequency 0.00 30.5 42.7
1604-00 47 ► 3 71*.48 79+73
200+00 47+23 71,23 7949B
250,00 46 ► 98 704.98 79#73
315400 48+73 70,48 791-48
4004-00 501.98 69498 77*98
500 ► 00 55 ► 23 69.23 76 ► 48
630f.00 57+23 6B,73 75,98
1900.00 58,2Z 67*73 75*23
10001-00 394-98 66,48 73#98
1250+00 63*23 66+23 73*48
1600,00 64 ► 73 65 ► 48 71+23
2000,00 66.98 66,.23 70t98.
2500o00 69#23 67,,98 70#48
3150,00 70+48 69,23 70+23
4000 * 00 72,.13 70*63 70+88
5000+00 73+83 72.33 72f.33
6300,.00 74*68 73,6B 72,93
8000.00 76+53 73*53 75+03
10000+00 76 +93 75+43 750.8
12500 ► 00 77.63 73*63 75*88
16000+00 75+88 74.88 74+63
20000+00 75+13 73.63 73#63
25000+00 75++13 73+88 74+38
31500+00 75,78 74+78 74 ► 53
40000 * 00 74+03 7208 73+03
50000+00 73,08 7iSe 71+33
63000s00 72+53 71+28 7003
OASPL 86,.63 86+32 89481
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